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Nanny State draws out both sides

I
grew upwith the
U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, the
architect of the

Colorado River’s network
of dams and reservoirs that
now plumbs societies of 35
million people across the
Southwest. My birthplace
was the town that built
Hoover Dam, Reclamation’s
icon and longtimemodel
for water engineers
worldwide. LakeMead, the
nation’s largest reservoir,
wasmy backyard, water
skiing a cherished pastime.
Reclamation’s handiwork
was something to behold,
but when I visit there now,

I’m not so sure.
Peering into LakeMead’s

record-lowwater levels
while hearing the constant
chatter of shortages and
interstate water battles
to come, I’m reminded of
Reclamation’s December
2012 presentation at
Caesars Palace. Despite
numerous scientific studies
estimating the impacts of
climate change on Colorado
River flows— some
warning of potential stream
flow reductions of up to
40 percent—Reclamation
announced after its three
years of analysis that
while shortages of up to 10
percent maymaterialize,
37 years would pass before
such reductions settled in.

Certainly no one knows
exactly what the future
holds, but should we not be
hoping for the best while
planning for the worst?
Shouldn’t the public at
least be given the facts and
presented the scenarios of
what could happen, not just
an optimistic view?
Over the past 14 years,

Colorado River flows have
averaged 15 percent below
normal. What if this, or
something worse, is indeed
the new normal? If the
current trend continues for
another few years, what
does that say about the
usefulness of Reclamation’s
modeling?
The world’s 12th largest

economy, valued at $1.7

trillion annually, relies
on this planning. Now 20
months since the Caesars
presentation, one only need
to visit LakeMead or peruse
the headlines to know
the Colorado River water
system is in trouble, and
we’re a long way from 2060.
And what of the critical

interplay between surface
water shortages and
ground water use, and the
increasingly rapid depletion
of ground water supplies
across the Colorado River
Basin. Reclamation is not
discussing this at all, yet
recent satellite analysis of
the basin reveals that we’re

ColoradoRivermust
gowith abetter flow

Bureau of Reclamation not giving realistic view of river’s water woes

SOUNDINGTHEWATER SYSTEMALARM
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What happens if real flood comes?

S
o,you think you know the crazy
world ofNevada politics and
business? You think you can separate
reality from the bizarre conspiracy

theories thatmultiply like quaggamussels?
Put your knowledge to the test with this quiz:
1. Nevada Democrats didn’t field a top-quality

candidate for governor this year because:
a.) They forgot
b.) Gov. Brian Sandoval was just too

popular
c.) Sen. Harry Reid had a secret deal with

Sandoval to clear the field in exchange for
a Sandoval promise not to run against Reid
in 2016
d.) They figured, “Why not give Bob

Goodman a chance?”
Correct answer:B. Sandoval’s primary

showing (nearly 90 percent) and his high
poll numberswere enough to scare away
almost all Democrats,most of whom saw a
challenge to Sandoval as a political suicide
mission.
2. Lucy Flores’ campaign for lieutenant

governor most closely resembles which national
campaign?
a.) Barack Obama for president, 2008
b.) Hillary Clinton for president, 2008
c.) Geraldine Ferraro for vice president,

1984
d.) Sarah Palin for vice president, 2008
Correct answer:A.Much like Obama, Flores

is campaigning for higher officewith just a
few years of elected service under her belt.
She’s running as a young, fresh candidate,
relying on her life story rather than a long
retinue of accomplishments in office. Butwe
know how that worked out for Obama.
3.Which Nevada elected official should we

bemost surprised has not been cast in a reality
show?
a.) Sen. Harry Reid
b.) Gov. Brian Sandoval
c.) Clark County Commissioner Steve

Sisolak
d.) Las Vegas Township Constable John

Bonaventura
Correct answer:D.Actually, Bonaventura’s

officewas the subject of a reality pilot, but
it never developed into a show. And boy, did
those producersmiss the boat. You’ve got a
real-life “All the President’sMen,” complete
with unreported campaign cash, taped
conversations, shredded records, official
investigations, pointless and unsuccessful
lawsuits, and, ultimately, a politician leaving
in disgrace. Ratings gold.
4.What will be the next economic sector to

really boom in Nevada?
a.) Drones that fly advertising banners

and drop sex leaflets all over the Strip
b.) Wineries in Las Vegas and Reno
c.) Medical marijuana growing/

processing/dispensing
d.) Construction on traffic projects that

tear up perfectly good roads andmake
them less useful
Correct answer: It’s C, but if you guessed

D, I couldn’t blame you!
5.What will be the next Las Vegas-area

organization to go out of business?
a.) Caesars Entertainment
b.) the Las Vegas Sun
c.) North Las Vegas
d.) Conservative think tank Nevada

Policy Research Institute
Correct answer:C.Bondholdersmaybet

against Caesars, but nothing really bad ever
happens to a gambling company inLasVegas!
TheSunhas a long-standing, joint-operating-
agreementwith theReview-Journal to keep it
afloat (not tomention “Dilbert”), and as long
asNPRI continues to get tons of freemedia
and support from itswonderfully anonymous
donors, itwill stay afloat.
6. Before he switched to drinking Bombay

Sapphire gin, former Las VegasMayor Oscar
Goodman drank which horrible beverage?
a.) Budweiser
b.) Las Vegas tap water
c.) Beefeater gin
d.) Cosmo
Correct answer:C. In fact, hewasworking on

a deal to get his face onbottles ofBeefeater
when theBombaydeal camealong.
7.Whichof these eventswill happen first?
a.) Nevada Legislature passes a business

tax and a budget that fully funds education
andmental health
b.) U.S. Congress passes comprehensive

immigration reform after Rep. JoeHeck
angrily confronts Speaker JohnBoehner in
Housewashroom
c.) Sen. Harry Reid gives up crusade

against the Koch brothers
d.) The sun exhausts its nuclear fuel and

begins to expand into a red giant, ending all
life on Earth
Correct answer:D. Less than 3 billion years

left!
Steve Sebelius is a Review-Journal political columnist
who blogs at SlashPolitics.com. Follow him onTwitter (@
SteveSebelius) or reach him at 702-387-5276 or SSebelius@
reviewjournal.com.
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T
ofully understand
the threat of the
Nanny State to our
rights as individuals

and parents, you have to
hear out its champions.
Twoweeks ago, I pointed

out how the incremental
progress of the Nanny State
— in which the government
assumes evermore control
of child rearing, treating

all parents as children and
child abuse suspects in the
process— inevitably will
lead to harsher restrictions
in the future. I asked
readers for feedback and
predictions on where the
Nanny State is headed.
In the process, I got an

earful from people who are
more than happy to give up
your rights to make sure
you’re a good parent.
Robert Kelleywrites: “I

for one do not believe that
the right to raise your family
without any governmental
oversight is an absolute one.
Our society rightly demands
that children be vaccinated,
receivemedical treatment
when needed, be educated
to certain standards and
so on. Children are not the
property of their parents
to be used as they please;
parents are supposed to be
the guardians of theirminor
children, and the statemay
well wish to oversee their
performance in that role.”

Ohmy.
Then came the email from

ElizabethHershkovitz: “I
felt sheer elation to read
about the Scots pioneering
Nanny State parenting. It
would behoove you to speak
with a guardian ad litem or
Child Protective Services (or
even a few teachers) to hear
all the horror stories.While
I don’t want the government
inmy bedroom or business,
the concept of providing
every child an advocate
gladdensmy heart. I am
willing to sacrifice privacy
to government intrusion for
the greater good.
“It is my fervent belief

that if we could resolve bad
parenting, all of our other
societal problems would
markedly diminish. Bring
it on.”
So what kind of new laws

can we expect when Kelley
andHershkovitz get their
wish?
I received plenty of

humorous and over-the-top
responses from readers,
grounded in current events.
But themost popular,
reasoned answer was a
logical response to the
current policy climate. A
lot of people see attacks on
home schooling leading to
eventual state bans, which
are common in Europe.
“Home schooling is about

the onlywayparents can
protect their children from
pop culture andnanny-state

propaganda,”writesM.J.
Wright. “Home-schoolers are
becoming a thorn in the sides
of the ‘establishment’ (maybe
of both theDemocrat and
Republican establishments). I
knowmanyhome-schoolers,
and the vastmajority of
themare bright, confident,
accomplished, independent
anddeep thinkers.”
MikeMaze agrees.
“The left-wingers will

gradually do awaywith
home schooling bymaking
required coursesmore and
more difficult to teach at
home and demanding test
results that aremore and
more difficult to achieve.
Our little ones can’t be
properly indoctrinated
by learning acceptable
subjects at home,” he wrote.
But pushing students

out of the home for amore
structured education
won’t be enough. Expect a
reduction in the compulsory
school age, as well.
BrianReilly predicts:

“Whatwe call day care
or preschool for the
2-years-and-up set will be
mandatory, and tightly
regulated by the state as a
virtualmonopoly. Except for
rich people, of course—and
the politically connected.”
JohnHedwall envisions

child safety laws run amok:
“Children riding school
buses will be required to
wear a helmet.”
Will O’Toole says those

same safety concerns
eventually will lead to
the abolishment of tackle
football at the high school
level. And once tackle
football is removed from
high schools, it will quickly
die at the college and
professional levels, too.
And don’t forget about

food. DanAndersonwrites:
“Parentswill have to plan
menus for their families
in advance and submit
them online to a Federal
Nutrition Czar. Those
deemed to be in violation of
Federal FoodAcceptability
Standardswill be cited
for contempt. Fruits and
vegetables not organically
grown, or cuts ofmeat from
livestockwhich are not (a)
free-range (b) housed in
air-conditioned quarters
with thermostats under
Department of Agriculture
inspection and control (c)
notmanuallymassaged
for circulatory stimulation
and (d) not given sufficient
space for appropriate social
interchange andmobility
will be subject to regulatory
inspection and follow-up
visits to ensure compliance.”
That’s funny. But scary.

And definitely not too
outrageous considering how
eager some of our politicians
are to run our lives— and
raise our children— for us.
Next week: More reader

thoughts on the growth of
the Nanny State.
Glenn Cook (gcook@reviewjournal.
com) is the LasVegas Review-Journal’s
senior editorial writer. Follow him on
Twitter:@Glenn_CookNV. Resuming
July 28, listen to himMondays at 4 p.m.
on“Live and Local with KevinWall” on
KXNT News Radio, 100.5 FM, 840AM.

Supporters, detractors opine on
government control of parenting
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Over the past 14 years, Colorado River flows have averaged 15 percent below normal, but the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation hasn’t
provided the public with a full assessment of what could happen and has instead put forth only an optimistic view of the future.
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W
henever Democrats are in
real trouble politically, the
Republicans seem to come
upwith something new that

distracts the public’s attention from
the Democrats’ problems. Who says
Republicans are not compassionate?
With public opinion polls showing

President Obama’s sinking approval
rate, in the wake of his administration’s
multiple fiascoes and scandals— the
disgraceful treatment of veterans who

needmedical care, the Internal Revenue
Service coverups, the tens of thousands
of children flooding across our open
border—Republicans have created
two new distractions that may yet draw
attention away from the Democrats’
troubles.
From the Republican establishment,

Speaker of the House John Boehner has
announced plans to sue Barack Obama
for exceeding his authority. And from
the Tea Party wing of the Republicans,
former Gov. Sarah Palin has called for
impeachment of the president.
Does President Obama deserve to

be sued or impeached? Yes! Is there
a snowball’s chance in hell that either
the lawsuit or an impeachment will
succeed? No!

BarackObama’s repeated disregard of
the laws that he is supposed to follow, and
his blatantly changing these lawspassed
byCongress, are a threat to thewhole
Constitutional formof government, on
which all our freedomsdepend.
Once a president— any president—

can create his own laws unilaterally, we
are on our way to becoming a banana
republic, where arbitrary rule from the
top replaces representative government
by “we the people.”
Why not sue Barack Obama then, or

impeach him?
For the simplest of all reasons:

Neither of these actions is going to
do anything to stop Obama, or even
discredit him— and both can create a
distraction that draws attention away
from the Democrats’ disasters during
an election year.

Either the lawsuit or an impeachment
— or both— can hurt the Republicans,
bymaking it look like they are playing
MickeyMouse politics during an
election year. President Obama is
alreadymaking a joke out of Speaker
Boehner’s threatened lawsuit by saying,
“So sueme!”
Courts don’t like to get involved in

caseswhere one branch of government
is suing another—and the Supreme
Court does not have to take any case that
it does not want to take. Even a lower
court can throw out Boehner’s lawsuit
as a political issue that does not belong
in court. Then it will be theRepublicans
whowill have egg on their faces.
As for impeachment, the House

of Representatives can impeach
any president it wants to. But an
impeachment is essentially just an

indictment that leaves it up to the
Senate to decide whether to vote to
remove the president from office.
As long as the Democrats control the

Senate, impeachment of Barack Obama
is guaranteed to lose. And this too would
leave the Republicans with egg on their
faces during an election year.
The political fate of the Republican

Party is not something that those of us
who are not Republicans need to worry
about. If they want to shoot themselves
in the foot again, so be it.
But all Americans have to worry—

andworry big time— about the fate of
this country if Republicans blow their
chances of taking control of the Senate.
If Democratic SenateMajority

Leader Harry Reid continues his iron
control, President Obama can nominate
whatever kinds of federal judges
he wants, knowing that they will be
confirmed by the Senate.
Since federal judges have lifetime

tenure, this would in effect extend the
Obama administration long past the
point when Barack Obama leaves the
White House. All he needs to do is pack
the federal courts with judges who
share his contempt for the Constitution
and his zeal to impose a far-left agenda
at all costs.
This year’s elections— especially the

Senate elections— can decide the fate
of this country for a long time to come.
That is why Republicans’ launching of
foredoomed symbolic actions such as
lawsuits and impeachment is such an
irresponsible self-indulgence.
When the country is at a historic

crossroads, it’s not the time for futile
gestures like this, which can create
bigger disasters than we already have.
Thomas Sowell is a senior fellow at the Hoover
Institution at Stanford University.

GOP stunts help Democrats
Lawsuit, impeachment
call distract from scandals
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currently mining groundwater at a rate
of one LakeMead every six years.
Also being ignored is the opposite

end of the hydrologic spectrum. Floods
may be far from people’s minds as
the current drought moves through
its 15th year, but no scientist predicts
Colorado River floods are a thing of the
past. Findings published last month by
the American Geophysical Union, and
known to Reclamation for several years,
present new evidence of Colorado River
flood flows, at rates and frequencies
much greater than what Reclamation
has been using in its designs and
operations.
During a relativelyminor flood in

1983, we almost lost Glen Canyon Dam,
the nation’s fourth tallest, holding back
more than 1½ years of the annual flow
of the Colorado River. Its emergency
discharge tunnels collapsed, operating
at only 20 percent capacity. What
happens when a real flood arrives— the
100-year event or greater of the scale
scientists now advise us to prepare for,
and the Colorado River infrastructure
has never experienced?
I must admit, I’m not fond of Glen

Canyon Dam. Inmy youth, family
vacations involved floating long
stretches of the Colorado River. Often
it was the Grand Canyon, but we also
paddled the 185miles of meanders now
submerged under Lake Powell behind
Glen Canyon Dam. Those trips taught

me that there was a bit more to a river
than the water and hydroelectric power
it can provide. Like us, rivers live and
rivers breathe. But because of us, rivers
also need tending to. My late father’s
paintings created during those journeys
are a constant reminder of this.
Someone should remind Reclamation

that we don’t exist independently
of ecology. We are part of it, yet
Reclamation’s planning ignores this.
This is a river of national parks, after
all, and a river that no longermeets the
sea. The Grand Canyon’s river corridor
is a sterile, regulated streamwhen
compared with the vibrant ecosystem I
experienced prior to the completion of
Glen Canyon Dam upstream.
I have no idea of the scale of

ecological health the Colorado River
could sustain while continuing to
meet our water requirements, but
I’m certain we’re never going to find
out under Reclamation’s guidance. Of
more urgency now, however, is that
we are being left in the dark about
the true level of risk the Southwest
faces of either too little or too much
water. We need to know the real threats
of scarcity, to public safety and to
ecological decline on the Colorado
River. We need— the Colorado River
needs —an independent, scientific
and economic audit of Reclamation’s
Colorado River management plans and
strategies.
AttorneyTick Segerblom, a LasVegas Democrat,
represents District 3 in the Nevada Senate.
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